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Abstract

Using the formalism of noncommutative symmetric functions, we derive the basic theory of

the peak algebra of symmetric groups and of its graded Hopf dual. Our main result is to

provide a representation theoretical interpretation of the peak algebra and its graded dual as

Grothendieck rings of the tower of Hecke–Clifford algebras at q ¼ 0:
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1. Introduction

Studies on the combinatorics of descents in permutations led to the discovery of a
pair, ðQSym;SymÞ; of mutually dual graded Hopf algebras [8,9,17]. Here, QSym is
the graded Hopf algebra of quasi-symmetric functions, and its graded dual, Sym; is
the graded Hopf algebra of noncommutative symmetric functions. Recent
investigations on the combinatorics of peaks in permutations resulted in the
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discovery of an interesting new pair, ðPeak;Peak�Þ; of graded Hopf algebras. The
first one, Peak; originally due to Stembridge [22], is a subalgebra of QSym: As
described in [3], its graded dual, Peak�; can therefore be identified as a homomorphic
image of Sym: We shall see in the following that the existence of Peak� as well as
many of its basic properties were already implicit in [13].
It is known that Peak can also be obtained as a quotient of QSym; in which case

Peak� is realized as a subalgebra of Sym: On the other hand, each homogeneous
component Symn of Sym is endowed with another multiplication, the internal
product �; such that the resulting algebra is anti-isomorphic to Solomon’s descent

algebra of the symmetric group Gn: At this stage, a natural question arises. Is Peak�n
stable under this operation? As shown in [17], the answer is yes (it is even a left ideal
of Symn), and the corresponding right ideal of the descent algebra is spanned by the
sums of permutations having a given peak set. Recent developments [1,2,5,20] unveil
many interesting properties and generalizations of Peak and Peak�: Most notably,
we find in [2] that Peak is the terminal object in the category of combinatorial Hopf
algebras satisfying generalized Dehn–Somerville relations. This reveals some of the
significance of Peak and Peak�: Our main result demonstrates yet another facet of
the importance of these graded Hopf algebras.
We shall start our presentation by showing that many of the basic results in the

literature related to Peak and Peak� can be recovered in a very elegant and
straightforward way by relying upon the techniques developed in [13]. This will be
covered in Sections 2–4.
It is known that the dual pair of Hopf algebras ðQSym;SymÞ describes the

representation theory of the 0-Hecke algebras of type A [14]. More precisely, QSym

and Sym are, respectively, isomorphic to the direct sums of the Grothendieck groups
G0ðHnð0ÞÞ and K0ðHnð0ÞÞ: We provide here a similar interpretation for the pair
ðPeak;Peak�Þ: This is done by replacing the Hecke algebras with the so-called
Hecke–Clifford algebras, discovered by Olshanski [18]. This new result is presented
in Section 5.
Our presentation is as self-contained as possible, but we encourage the diligent

reader to be familiar with the content of [8,13].

2. The ð1� qÞ-transform at q ¼ �1

The main motivation for Stembridge’s theory of enriched P-partitions, which led
him to the quasi-symmetric peak algebra [22], was the study of the quasi-symmetric
expansions of Schur’s Q-functions [15,21]. As is well known, these symmetric
functions correspond to the Hall–Littlewood functions with parameter q ¼ �1: The
peak algebra is therefore directly related to what we will call the ‘‘ð1� qÞ-transform’’
at q ¼ �1:
For our presentation, let Sym denote the graded Hopf algebra of (commutative)

symmetric functions. There are several well-known bases for Sym [15]. It is
algebraically generated by primitive elements, the power sums fpngnX1 where
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degðpnÞ ¼ n: In other words, the elements of Sym are polynomials in the power sums.
Two other important sets of algebraic generators for Sym are the complete
symmetric functions fhngnX1 and the elementary symmetric functions fengnX1: It is

often convenient to express these functions as series in a commutative alphabet X :
That is, for a totally ordered countable set X ¼ fx1; x2;yg of commutative
variables, we define hnðX Þ and enðX Þ as the coefficients of tn in

HtðXÞ ¼
Y
iX1

1

1� txi

and EtðXÞ ¼ 1

H�tðXÞ;

respectively. The power sum pnðXÞ are then obtained as the coefficient of 1
n
tn in

PtðXÞ ¼ logðHtðXÞÞ: Explicitly, that gives pnðX Þ ¼
P

iX1x
n
i ;

hnðXÞ ¼
X

1pi1pi2p?pin

xi1xi2?xin and enðX Þ ¼
X

1pi1oi2o?oin

xi1xi2?xin :

In this classical setting, the ð1� qÞ-transform yq is the algebra endomorphism of

Sym defined on the power sums by yqðpnÞ ¼ ð1� qnÞpn: In l-ring notation, which is

particularly convenient for dealing with such transformations, it reads
f ðX Þ/f ðð1� qÞXÞ: One has to pay attention to the abuse of notation in using
the same minus sign for the l-ring and for scalars, though these operations are quite
different. That is, y�1 maps pn to 2pn if n is odd, and to 0 otherwise. Thus,
y�1ðf ðXÞÞ ¼ f ðð1� qÞX Þq¼�1 is not the same as f ðð1þ 1ÞX Þ ¼ f ð2XÞ:
The main results of [13] are concerned with the extension of the ð1� qÞ-transform

to the graded Hopf algebra Sym of noncommutative symmetric functions. As a
noncommutative algebra, Sym; is freely generated by the noncommutative complete
symmetric functions fSngnX1 where degðSnÞ ¼ n: The comultiplication structure is

given by Sn/
Pn

i¼0Si#Sn�i with the convention that S0 ¼ 1: This algebra can be

represented using series in a noncommutative alphabet A: More precisely, for a
totally ordered countable set A ¼ fa1; a2;yg of noncommutative variables, we
define SnðAÞ as the coefficient of tn in the expression

stðAÞ ¼
Y-
iX1

1

1� tai

¼ 1

1� ta1

1

1� ta2
?;

where the parameter t commutes with all variables and the (noncommutative)
product is taken in the natural order of the variables. The abelianization map
w: Sym-Sym which sends the noncommutative alphabet A to the commutative
alphabet X is a Hopf homomorphism. In [13], we are interested in defining a ð1� qÞ-
transform on Sym which commutes with w: A consistent definition of yqðFÞ ¼
Fðð1� qÞAÞ is proposed, and its fundamental properties are obtained. We briefly
recall here the necessary steps. One first defines the complete symmetric functions
Snðð1� qÞAÞ via their generating series [13, Definition 5.1]

stðð1� qÞAÞ :¼
X
nX0

tnSnðð1� qÞAÞ ¼ s�qtðAÞ�1stðAÞ; ð1Þ

and then yq is defined as the ring homomorphism such that yqðSnÞ ¼ Snðð1� qÞAÞ:
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To have a better understanding of the morphism yq we need to recall more facts

about Sym:Given a sequence ðFnÞnX1 of noncommutative symmetric functions and a

composition I ¼ ði1; i2;y; irÞ; we set F I ¼ Fi1Fi2?Fir : By definition, the set fSIg;
where I runs over all compositions, is a homogeneous linear basis of Sym: For
I ¼ ði1; i1;y; irÞ; let cðIÞ ¼ r and given two compositions I and J we say that JpI if
I is a refinement of J: Also, for a composition I ¼ ði1; i2;y; irÞ of n ¼ i1 þ i2 þ
?þ ir; let DesðIÞ ¼ fi1; i1 þ i1;y; i1 þ?þ ir�1gDf1; 2;y; n � 1g denote the

descent set of I : We define the ribbon noncommutative functions RI ¼P
JpI ð�1Þ

cðIÞ�cðJÞ
SJ : Clearly, the set of all ribbon functions fRIg forms a linear

basis of Sym: Consider now the algebra G ¼ "nX0CGn where CGn is the group

algebra of the symmetric group Gn on n elements. As seen in [13, Section 2.2], there is

a linear isomorphism a�1 ¼ b: Sym-G such that bðRI Þ ¼ DI ¼
fwAGn j wðiÞ4wði þ 1Þ3iADesðIÞg: The image of b is know as the Solomon

descent algebra and is closed under composition of permutation in CGn: We define
the internal product � of Sym as the anti-pullback of the composition of permutations

in CGn: That is F � G ¼ aðbðGÞ3bðFÞÞ: Specializing [13, Theorem 4.17] to our
definition of the morphism yq; we obtain

Fðð1� qÞAÞ ¼ FðAÞ � s1ðð1� qÞAÞ: ð2Þ

The most important property of yq is its diagonalization [13, Theorem 5.14]: there

is a unique family of Lie idempotents pnðqÞ (i.e., elements in the primitive Lie algebra

such that wðpnðqÞÞ ¼ 1
n

pn) with the property

yqðpnðqÞÞ ¼ ð1� qnÞpnðqÞ: ð3Þ

Moreover, yq is semi-simple, and its eigenvalues in the nth homogeneous components

Symn of Sym are plð1� qÞ ¼
Q

ið1� qliÞ; where l runs over the partitions of n:

The projectors on the corresponding eigenspaces are the maps F/F � pIðqÞ [13,
Section 3.4].
Another result [13, Section 5.6.4], which is just a translation of an important

formula due to Blessenohl and Laue [6], gives yqðRI Þ in closed form for any ribbon

RI : To be more in line with the current literature, we digress slightly from the
notation of [8]. Let ½i; j� ¼ fi; i þ 1; i þ 2;y; jg: We let ADB ¼ ðA � BÞ,ðB � AÞ be
the symmetric difference of two sets. Given A ¼ fa1; a2;y; ar�1gD½1; n � 1� we let
A þ 1 ¼ fa1 þ 1; a2 þ 1;y; ar�1 þ 1gD½2; n�: For a composition J of n; one defines
HPðJÞ ¼ faADesðJÞ j aa1; a � 1eDesðJÞgD½2; n � 1�; and hlðJÞ ¼ jHPðJÞj þ 1:
One usually refers to HPðJÞ as the peak set of J: We are now in a position to give
the formula for yqðRIÞ [13, Lemma 5.38 and Proposition 5.41]:

RI ðð1� qÞAÞ ¼
X

HPðJÞDDesðIÞDðDesðIÞþ1Þ
ð1� qÞhlðJÞð�qÞbðI ;JÞ

RJðAÞ; ð4Þ

where bðI ; JÞ is some explicit integer, which is not of any use when q ¼ �1:
Setting q ¼ �1 in the formulas above leads us immediately to the peak classes in

Sym: We say that a set PD½2; n � 1� is a peak set when aAP ) a � 1eP: For a peak
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set P let

PP ¼
X

HPðIÞ¼P

RI : ð5Þ

At q ¼ �1; Eq. (4) now reads as

y�1ðRI Þ ¼
X

PDDesðIÞDðDesðIÞþ1Þ
2jPjþ1PP; ð6Þ

which is [20, Proposition 5.5] or [1, Proposition 5.8].

Let us denote for short y�1 by a tilde, F̃ :¼ y�1ðFÞ; and let gSymSym be its image. Since
by definitiongSymSym ¼ fFðð1� qÞAÞq¼�1g; ð7Þ

it is immediate that gSymSym is a graded Hopf subalgebra of Sym: Indeed, F/Fðð1�
qÞAÞ is an algebra morphism, and also a coalgebra morphism, since [13, Section 5.1]

DSnðð1� qÞAÞ ¼
X

iþj¼n

Siðð1� qÞAÞ#Sjðð1� qÞAÞ ð8Þ

for all values of q: Also, it is a left ideal for the internal product, since by Eq. (2)gSymSym ¼ SymðAÞ � s1ðð1� qÞAÞq¼�1: ð9Þ

We already know that gSymSym is contained in the subspace P of Sym spanned by fPPg:
The dimension of the homogeneous component Pn of P is easily seen to be equal to
the Fibonacci number fn (with the convention f0 ¼ f1 ¼ f2 ¼ 1; fnþ2 ¼ fnþ1 þ fn for
n40). Indeed, the set fPD½2; n � 1� j aAP ) a � 1ePg has cardinality fn: Remark
that the number of compositions of n into odd parts is also fn:
But, thanks to Eq. (3), we know that the elements

pIð�1Þ ¼ pi1ð�1Þpi2ð�1Þ?pirð�1Þ; ð10Þ

where i ¼ ði1;y; irÞ runs over compositions of n into odd parts, form a basis ofgSymSymn: Hence,gSymSym ¼ Pn: ð11Þ

Also, since the commutative image of pnðqÞ is 1n pn for all q; this makes it clear that the

commutative image of gSymSym is the subalgebra of Sym generated by odd power-sums
p2kþ1:
To summarize, we have shown that the peak classes PP in Sym form a linear basis

of a graded Hopf subalgebra P of Sym; which is also a left ideal for the internal
product, and we have described a basis of it, which is mapped onto products of odd
power sums by the commutative image homomorphism. Since the pnð�1Þ are Lie
idempotents, this also determines the primitive Lie algebra of P as the free Lie
algebra generated by the p2kþ1ð�1Þ: It is interesting to remark that all this has been
obtained without much effort by setting q ¼ �1 in a few formulas of [13].
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3. The quasi-symmetric side

To recover Stembridge’s algebra, we have to look at the dual of P: Since P can be
regarded either as a homomorphic image of Sym (under y�1) or as a subalgebra of
Sym (spanned by the peak classes PP), the dual P� can be realized either as a
subalgebra, or as a quotient of QSym:
Recall that QSym is the graded Hopf algebra of quasi-symmetric functions. A

linear basis of this algebra is given by the complete quasi-symmetric functions fFIg
where I runs over all compositions nX0: The multiplication in QSym

is commutative, and FI can be expressed in term of a commutative alphabet
X ¼ fx1; x2;yg as

FIðX Þ ¼
X

1pi1pi2p?pinrADesðIÞ)iroirþ1

xi1xi2?xin :

Recall that we have a nondegenerate duality between QSym and Sym defined by
[8,16]

/FI ;RJS ¼ dIJ : ð12Þ

This induces a duality of graded Hopf algebra between QSym and Sym: The dual to
the abelianization map w: Sym-Sym is the inclusion SymDQSym:
Let us first consider the noncommutative peak algebra P ¼ Peak� as the image of

the Hopf epimorphism j ¼ y�1: Then, the adjoint map

j� : P�-QSym ð13Þ

is an embedding of Hopf algebras. The duality between P and P� is given by

/jðFÞ;GS ¼ /F ;j�ðGÞS: ð14Þ

Hence, if we denote by P�
P the dual basis of PP; we have for any ribbon RI with

descent set D ¼ DesðIÞ

/j�ðP�
PÞ;RIS ¼ /P�

P;jðRI ÞS ¼ 2jPjþ1 if PDDDðD þ 1Þ;
0 otherwise:

(
ð15Þ

Thus, in its realization as a subalgebra of QSym; P� is spanned by Stembridge’s
quasi-symmetric functions

YP ¼ j�ðP�
PÞ ¼ 2jPjþ1

X
PDDesðIÞDðDesðIÞþ1Þ

FI : ð16Þ

Note also that thanks to the identity ð1þ qÞð1� qÞ ¼ 1� q2; the kernel of j is
seen to be the ideal of Sym generated by the Snðð1þ qÞAÞq¼�1 for nX1: These are the

wn of [5].
Finally, we can also consider P as an abstract algebra with basis ðPPÞ; and define

a monomorphism c : P-Sym by

cðPPÞ ¼
X

HPðIÞ¼P

RI : ð17Þ
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Then, its adjoint c� : QSym-P� is an epimorphism. The product map W ¼ j�
3c� :

P�-P� has been considered by Stembridge [22], and its diagonalization is given in
[5]. We can easily recover its properties from the results of the previous section, since

clearly W ¼ ðc3jÞ� coincides with y�1: Its eigenvalues are then the integers 2cðlÞ;
where l runs over partitions into odd parts. The spectral projectors are again
constructed from the idempotents plð�1Þ: Precisely, the projector onto the

eigenspace associated with the eigenvalue 2k of W in QSymn is the adjoint of the
endomorphism of Symn given by F/F � Uk where Uk ¼

P
plð�1Þ; the sum being

over all odd partitions of n with exactly k parts. The dimensions of these eigenspaces
can also be easily computed.

4. Miscellaneous related results

Here are some more results related to the recent literature. We choose to include
them here for completeness.

4.1. Noncommutative tangent numbers

By definition, gSymSym is generated by the S̃n; nX1: If we set q ¼ �1 in [13,

Proposition 5.2] we establish that S̃n ¼ 2Hn for nX1; where H0 ¼ 1 and

Hn ¼
Xn�1
k¼0

R1k ;n�k: ð18Þ

Then [8, Proposition 5.24] gives us that

H ¼
X
nX0

Hn ¼ ð1� tÞ�1; ð19Þ

where t is the (left) noncommutative hyperbolic tangent

t ¼
X
kX0

ð�1Þk
T2kþ1; T2kþ1 ¼ R1;2k : ð20Þ

Hence, gSymSym is contained in the subalgebra generated by the T2kþ1; and since we

already know that the dimension of gSymSymn is the number of odd compositions of n; we

have in fact equality. Thus, the TI ¼ Ti1?Tir (I odd) form a multiplicative basis ofgSymSym (this is the same as the basis GP of [20]).

4.2. Peak Lie idempotents

An homogeneous element LnASym of degree n is called a Lie idempotent (see [19])

if it belong to the primitive Lie algebra of Sym and wðLnÞ ¼ 1
n

pn: They are

idempotent with respect of the internal product �: In [20], the images L̃n ¼ y�1ðLnÞ of
some classical Lie idempotents Ln are calculated.
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In [13] these families of Lie idempotents are readily identified and the computation
of there image under y�1 is for most of them straightforward. Let us start with pnðqÞ
as discussed in Section 2. We have seen in Eq. (10), that the pI ð�1Þ; I odd, form a

basis of gSymSym; so that gSymSymn contains Lie idempotents iff n is odd.

Let us now consider the family of Dynkin elements 1
n
CnðAÞ where CnðAÞ is the

coefficient of tn�1 in stðAÞ�1 d
dt
stðAÞ: The images *Cn ¼ Cnðð1� qÞAÞ of the Dynkin

elements Cn are given in closed form for any q in [13, Proposition 5.34]. It suffices to
set q ¼ �1 in this formula to obtain [20, Proposition 7.3].

Next, consider the family of elements 1
n
FnðAÞ defined by the coefficient of tn in

log stðAÞ: The expression for *Fn in [20, Proposition 7.2] is an interesting new
formula. The first part of the analysis can be simplified by applying Eq. (19) to the
calculation of the generating series log *s1: Indeed,

log *s1 ¼ logð1þ tÞ � logð1� tÞ

¼ 2
X
kX0

t2kþ1

2k þ 1

¼ 2
X

I and cðIÞ odd

ð�1ÞðjI j�cðIÞÞ=2

cðIÞ TI :

Finally, to obtain the image of Klyachko’s idempotent K̃nðqÞ (see [13, Proposition
6.3] for a definition of KnðqÞ) one has to set t ¼ �1 in [13, Proposition 8.2].

4.3. Structure of the peak algebras ðPn; �Þ

Using the construction of [13, Section 3.4] restricted to odd partitions l of n; it
follows from Eq. (3) that the idempotents Elðpð�1ÞÞ; associated to the sequence
pnð�1Þ; form a complete set of orthogonal idempotents of Pn: Regarding Pn as a
quotient of the descent algebra makes it clear that the left ideals Pn � Elðpð�1ÞÞ are
the indecomposable projectives modules of Pn: We obtain explicitly the multi-
plicative structure of ðPn; �Þ by adapting [13, Lemma 3.10] to the sequence pnð�1Þ
(instead of Cn), and then imitating the rest of the argument presented there for the
descent algebra.

4.4. Hall–Littlewood basis

The peak algebra P ¼ Peak� can be regarded as a noncommutative version of the
subalgebra of Sym spanned by the Hall–Littlewood functions QlðX ;�1Þ; where l
runs over strict partitions. Actually, it is easy to show that the noncommutative
Hall–Littlewood functions of [4,10] at q ¼ �1 yield two different analogous bases of
P: We do it here for [10] but a similar argument can be applied to [4].
Recall that the polynomials HIðA; qÞ of [10] are defined as noncommutative

analogues of the Qm
0 ¼ QmðX=ð1� qÞ; qÞ: To obtain the correct analogues of Schur’s

q-functions, one has to apply the ð1� qÞ transform before setting q ¼ �1:
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More precisely, for two compositions I ; J; let DesðIÞ ¼ fa1oa2o?oacðIÞ�1g and
DesðJÞ ¼ fb1ob2o?obcðJÞ�1g; and set BreðI ; JÞ ¼ ½1; cðIÞ � 1� � f#faj : ajpbig :

1pipcðJÞ � 1gD½1; cðIÞ � 1�: We have

HI ðA; qÞ ¼
X
JpI

q

P
ðiABreðI ;JÞÞ

i

RJðAÞ:

Proposition 4.1. The specialized noncommutative Hall–Littlewood functions

QI ¼ HJðð1� qÞA; qÞq¼�1; ð21Þ

where I runs over all peak compositions, form a basis of P:

Indeed, the factorization of H-functions at roots of unity imply that

QI ¼ Qi1i2Qi3i4?Qi2k�1i2k
Qi2kþ1 ð22Þ

(where i2kþ1 ¼ 0 if I is of even length), and simple calculations yield

* Qn ¼ 2P|;
* Qn�1;1 ¼ 2ðPfn�1g þP|Þ;
* and for 2pkpn � 2; Qk;n�k ¼ 4ðPfkg þPfkþ1g þP|Þ;

where PP is defined in Eq. (5). From this, it is straightforward to prove that the
family QI is triangular with respect to the family PP; and hence the proposition
follows.

5. Representation theory of the 0-Hecke–Clifford algebras

The character theory of symmetric groups (in characteristic 0), as worked out by
Frobenius, can be summarized as follows. Let Rn denote the free abelian group

spanned by isomorphism classes of irreducible representations of CGn: Endow the
direct sum

R ¼ "nX0 Rn ð23Þ

with the addition corresponding to direct sum, and multiplication Rm#Rn-Rmþn

corresponding to induction from Gm � Gn to Gmþn via the natural embedding. The
linear map sending the class of an irreducible representation ½l� to the Schur function
sl is then a ring isomorphism between R and Sym (see, e.g., [15]). Moreover, we can
define a structure of graded Hopf algebra on R with comultiplication corresponding

to restrictions from Gn down to Gk � Gn�k and summing over k: The linear map
above gives rise to an isomorphism of graded Hopf algebras.
It is known that the pair of graded Hopf algebras ðSym;QSymÞ admits a similar

interpretation, in terms of the tower of the 0-Hecke algebras Hnð0Þ of type An�1 (see
[14]). Recall that the (Iwahori-) Hecke algebra HnðqÞ is the C-algebra generated by
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elements Ti for ion with the relations:

T2
i ¼ ðq � 1ÞTi þ q for 1pipn � 1;

TiTj ¼ TjTi for ji � jj41;

TiTiþ1Ti ¼ Tiþ1TiTiþ1 for 1pipn � 2

ð24Þ

(here, we assume that qAC). The 0-Hecke algebra is obtained by setting q ¼ 0 in

these relations. Then, the first relation becomes T2
i ¼ �Ti: If we denote by Gn ¼

G0ðHnð0ÞÞ the Grothendieck group of the category of finite dimensional Hnð0Þ-
modules, and by Kn ¼ K0ðHnð0ÞÞ the Grothendieck group of the category of
projective Hnð0Þ-modules, the direct sums G ¼ "nX0 Gn and K ¼ "nX0Kn;
endowed with the same operations as above, are respectively isomorphic with
QSym and Sym:
The aim of this final section is our main result: to provide a similar interpretation

for the pair ðP;P�Þ: The relevant tower of algebras is the 0-Hecke–Clifford algebras,
which are degenerate versions of Olshanski’s Hecke–Clifford algebras.

5.1. Hecke–Clifford algebra

The complex Clifford algebra Cln is generated by n elements ci for ipn with the
relations

cicj ¼ �cjci for iaj and c2i ¼ �1: ð25Þ

For each subset D ¼ fi1oi2o?oikgCf1;y; ng; we denote by cD the product

cD :¼
Y-
iAD

ci ¼ ci1ci2?cik : ð26Þ

It is easy to see that ðcDÞDCf1;y;ng is a basis of the Clifford algebra.

The Hecke–Clifford superalgebra [18] is the unital C-algebra generated by the ci;
and n � 1 elements ti satisfying the Hecke relations in the form

t2i ¼ ðq � q�1Þti þ 1 for 1pipn � 1;

titj ¼ tjti for ji � jj41;

titiþ1ti ¼ tiþ1titiþ1 for 1pipn � 2

ð27Þ

and the cross-relations

ticj ¼ cjti for iaj; j þ 1;

tici ¼ ciþ1ti for 1pipn � 1;

ðti þ q � q�1Þciþ1 ¼ ciðti þ q � q�1Þ for 1pipn � 1:

ð28Þ

The Hecke–Clifford algebra has a natural Z2-grading, for which the ti are even and
the cj are odd. Henceforth, it will be considered as a superalgebra.

Setting ti ¼ q�1Ti and taking the limit q-0 after clearing the denominators, we
obtain the 0-Hecke–Clifford algebra HClnð0Þ; which is generated by the 0-Hecke
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algebra and the Clifford algebra, with the cross-relations

Ticj ¼ cjTi for iaj; j þ 1;

Tici ¼ ciþ1Ti for 1pipn � 1;

ðTi þ 1Þciþ1 ¼ ciðTi þ 1Þ for 1pipn � 1:

ð29Þ

Let s ¼ si1?sip be a reduced word for a permutation sAGn: The defining relations

of HnðqÞ ensure that the element Ts :¼ Ti1?Tip is independent of the chosen reduced

word for s: The family ðTsÞsAGn
is a basis of the Hecke algebra. Thus a basis for

HClnðqÞ is given by ðcDTsÞDCf1;y;ng;sAGn
; and consequently, the dimension of

HClnðqÞ is 2nn! for all q:

5.2. Quasi-symmetric characters of induced modules

Since Hnð0Þ is the sub-algebra of HClnð0Þ generated by the Ti; our main tool
in the sequel will be the induction process with respect to this inclusion. Let us recall

some known facts about the representation theory of Hnð0Þ: There are 2n�1

simple Hnð0Þ-modules. These are all one dimensional and can be conveniently
labelled by compositions I of n: The structure of the simple module SI :¼ CeI is given
by

TjeI ¼
�eI if jADesðIÞ;
0 otherwise:

�
ð30Þ

As described in [14], there is an isomorphism ch :G-QSym which we call the
Frobenius characteristic. This maps the simple module SI to the quasi-symmetric
function FI :
Let us define the HClnð0Þ-module MI as the module induced by SI through the

natural inclusion map, that is

MI :¼ Ind
HClnð0Þ
Hnð0Þ ðSI Þ ¼ HClnð0Þ#

Hnð0Þ
SI : ð31Þ

A basis for MI is given by ðcDeI ÞDCf1;y;ng: A basis element can be depicted

conveniently as follows. The boxes of the ribbon diagram associated with I are
numbered from left to right and from top to bottom. We put a ‘‘�’’ in the i-th box if
iAD: For example cf1;3;4;6g eð2;1;3Þ ¼ c1c3c4c6 eð2;1;3Þ is depicted by

ð32Þ

We can graphically view the set DesðIÞ as the set of boxes with a box below, and the
set HPðIÞ as the set of boxes with boxes below and to the left. In the example above,
Desð2; 1; 3Þ ¼ f2; 3g are the boxes labeled 2 and 3, and HPð2; 1; 3Þ ¼ f2g is only the
box 2.
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We now remark that Ti acts only on the ith and ði þ 1Þth boxes. On the graphical
representation, drawing only the boxes i and i þ 1; rules (29) read

ð33Þ

At this point, we can make a couple of useful remarks. Looking at the support of
relation (33), we define

ð34Þ

These relations can be interpreted as the cover relation of a (partial) orderrI on the
subset D of f1;y; ng: Here is a picture of the Hasse diagram of this order for the
composition I ¼ ð2; 1; 1Þ: The poset clearly has two components corresponding to
the two Z2-graded homogeneous components of Mð211Þ:

ð�Þ
The importance of this order comes from the following lemma, a direct

consequence of Eq. (33).

Lemma 5.1. The action of each Ti is triangular with respect to the order pI ; that is for

all D,

Ti cDeI ¼ aði; I ;DÞ cDeI þ smaller terms ð35Þ
with aði; I ;DÞAf0;�1g:

The aði; I ;DÞ are the eigenvalues of the Ti: They are equal to 0 in the leftmost
columns of Eq. (33) and to �1 in the rightmost ones.
A second consequence of Eq. (33) is that in a vertical (two boxes) diagram, the

eigenvalue depends only on the content of the upper box whereas in a horizontal
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diagram it depends only on the content of the rightmost box. Thus the content of the
boxes without a box below or on the left does not matter for computing the
eigenvalues. This can be translated into the following lemma.

Lemma 5.2. Suppose that kAf1;y; ng is such that k is not a descent of I and has no

box to its left. Then for all D, the eigenvalues aði; I ;DÞ satisfy

aði; I ;DÞ ¼ aði; I ; fkg,DÞ: ð36Þ

Such a k is called a valley of the composition I.

Note that 1 and n can be valleys. There is obviously one more valley than the
number of peaks.
Thanks to the order pI ; one can easily describe the structure of the restriction of

MI to Hnð0Þ: Our first goal is to get a composition series of ResHnð0ÞMI in order to

compute its Frobenius characteristic. This can be done as follows. Let us choose a
linear extension D1;D2;y;D2n of pI : For kX1; define

Mk
I ¼

M
lpk

C cDl
eI ; ð37Þ

and M0
I :¼ f0g: Then, thanks to Lemma 5.1, Mk

I is clearly a sub-module of

ResHnð0ÞMI ; and

f0g ¼ M0
I CM1

I CM2
I C?CM2n

I ¼ ResHnð0ÞMI ð38Þ

is a composition series of the module ResHnð0ÞMI : Let us compute the simple

composition factors of the module SDi ;I ¼ CeKðDi ;IÞ :¼ Mi
I=Mi�1

I : For 1pkon;

the generator Tk acts as TkeKðDi ;IÞ ¼ aðk; I ;DiÞeKðDi ;IÞ: The eigenvalue aðk; I ;DiÞ
equals �1 if

ðk þ 1ADi and keDesðIÞÞ or ðkeDi and kADesðIÞÞ; ð39Þ

and 0 otherwise. Hence, according to Eq. (30), chðSDi ;IÞ ¼ FK where DesðKÞ ¼
DesðKðDi; IÞÞ ¼ f1pkon j aðk; I ;DiÞ ¼ �1g: When p is a peak of I ; that is pa1;
p � 1eDesðIÞ and pADesðIÞ; then jfp � 1; pg-DesðKÞj ¼ 1: Indeed, if pADi then
p � 1ADesðKÞ and peDesðKÞ and if peDi then p � 1eDesðKÞ and pADesðKÞ: Thus,
P ¼ HPðIÞDDesðKÞDðDesðKÞ þ 1Þ: Moreover, for keP,ðP � 1Þ; we can always
find a Di such that kADesðKðDi; IÞÞ: All K such that PDDesðKÞDðDesðKÞ þ 1Þ can
be obtained, and thanks to Lemma 5.2 there are 2jPjþ1 sets Di giving the same FK :
Thus, we have proved the following proposition.

Proposition 5.3. The Frobenius characteristic of ResHnð0ÞMI depends only on the peak

set P of the composition I and is given by Stembridge’s Y function

chðResHnð0ÞMIÞ ¼ YP ¼ 2jPjþ1
X

PDDesðKÞDðDesðKÞþ1Þ
FK : ð40Þ
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5.3. Homomorphisms between induced modules

The previous proposition suggests that ResHnð0ÞMI is isomorphic to ResHnð0ÞMJ iff

I and J have the same peak sets. This is actually true, and in fact, MI and MJ are
even isomorphic as HClnð0Þ-supermodules, as we will establish now.

Theorem 5.4. Let I be a composition with valley set V, and let ClV be the subalgebra of

Cln generated by ðcvÞvAV : For cAClV define a map fc from MI to itself by

fcðxeIÞ ¼ xceI for all xACln: ð41Þ

Then c/fc defines a right action of ClV on MI which commutes with the left

HClnð0Þ-action. Moreover the map c/fc is a graded isomorphism from ClV to
EndHClnð0ÞðMI Þ:

Proof. Since MI is freely generated as a Cln-module by eI ; a morphism
fAEndHClnð0ÞðMI Þ is determined by f ðeI Þ ¼ xeI for xACln: On the other hand, for

xACln; a map fxðeI Þ ¼ xeI is in EndHClnð0ÞðMIÞ if and only if TjfxðeI Þ ¼ TjxeI ¼ xTjeI

for all 1pjon: Thus, to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to see that
fxAEndHClnð0ÞðMI Þ if and only if xAClV : Equivalently,

for all 1pjon; TjxeI ¼
�xeI if jADesðIÞ;
0 otherwise;

�
ð42Þ

if and only if xAClV :
Let us first assume that x ¼ cD for DDV : This means that in the graphical

representation of xeI there is no box below nor to the left of a box with a ‘‘�’’. If
jADesðIÞ; the lower two equations of the right column of Eq. (33) then show
that TjxeI ¼ �xeI : The top two equations on the left show that if jeDesðIÞ then
TjxeI ¼ 0: By linearity, we get that if xAClV then Eq. (42) holds. Conversely, let

xACln satisfy Eq. (42). Let cDeI be in the support of x;minimal with respect torI : If
DD/ V then there is a box j with a ‘‘�’’ and a box below or to the left. Using Lemma
5.1 and Eq. (33) this would be a contradiction to Eq. (42). Hence cDAClV : We can
subtract it from x and repeat the argument above recursively to conclude that
xAClV : &

Theorem 5.5. The induced supermodules MI and MJ are isomorphic if and only if the

peak sets of I and J coincide.

Proof. One direction of this theorem is implied by the previous section. If MI is
isomorphic to MJ ; then we must have that ResHnð0ÞMI is isomorphic to ResHnð0ÞMJ :

In particular, they must have the same Frobenius characteristic. Thanks to
Proposition 5.3, chðResHnð0ÞMI Þ depends only on the peak set of I : Thus, if MI

and MJ are isomorphic then I and J have the same peak sets.
The converse will follow once we construct explicit isomorphisms between any

modules MI and MJ in the same peaks class (HPðIÞ ¼ HPðJÞ), such that I and J
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differ exactly by one descent. Isomorphisms between any modules MI and MJ

in the same peaks class in general will be obtained by composition of the constructed
ones.
Let I ¼ J,fkg be such that HPðIÞ ¼ HPðJÞ: Graphically, there are two possible

cases to consider:

ð43Þ

or

ð44Þ

In case (43), we construct a map f which sends eI/Z ¼ ðcfk;kþ1g � 1ÞeJ : We remark

that both Z and eI are even. Furthermore,

for all 1pion; TiZ ¼
�Z if iADesðIÞ;
0 otherwise:

�
ð45Þ

Indeed, for iefk � 1; kg; the Ti commute with cfk;kþ1g: Moreover iADesðIÞ if and
only if iADesðJÞ; hence Eq. (45) follows in these cases. If i ¼ k � 1ADesðIÞ; then
Tk�1Z ¼ ðcfk�1;kþ1gTk�1 þ cfk�1;kþ1g � cfk;kþ1g � Tk�1ÞeJ ¼ �Z; and if i ¼ kADesðIÞ;
then TkZ ¼ ð�cfk;kþ1gTk � cfk;kþ1g þ 1� TkÞeJ ¼ �Z: This allows us to define a

nontrivial HClnð0Þ supermorphism f :MI-MJ where f ðcDeIÞ ¼ cDZ: Thanks to
Eq. (45), the submodule spanned by Z in MJ is isomorphic to MI : But since both
spaces have the same dimension we have that f is an isomorphism.
For case (44), we proceed in the same way, sending eJ/ðcfk;kþ1g þ 1ÞeI : This

constructs a graded isomorphism from MJ to MI : &

5.4. Simples supermodules of HClnð0Þ

We are now in a position to construct the simple supermodules of HClnð0Þ: Our
approach is similar to Jones and Nazarov [11]. Let I be a composition with peak set
P and valley set V ¼ fv1; v2;y; vkg: Choose a minimal even idempotent of the
Clifford superalgebra ClV : For example

eI :¼
1

2l
1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1

p
cv1cv2


 �
1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1

p
cv3cv4


 �
? 1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1

p
cv2l

cv2lþ1


 �
; ð46Þ

where l :¼ Ik
2
m ¼ IjPjþ1

2
m: Define HClSI :¼ ClneI eI as the HClnð0Þ-module generated

by eI eI : One has to show that HClSI does not depend on the chosen minimal
idempotent eI ; but this is an easy consequence of the representation theory of ClV
which is know to be supersimple (see e.g. [12]). Suppose that eI and e0I are two

minimal even idempotents of ClV : Since ClV ; is supersimple, there exist
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x; y; x0; y0AClV such that eI ¼ x0e0I y0 and e0I ¼ xeI y: Then by the representation

theory of ClV ; we know that fy and fy0 are two mutually reciprocal isomorphisms

between ClV eI and ClV e0I and hence between ClneI eI and Clne0I eI :

When n is even ClV eI has dimension 2
jPjþ1
2 and when n is odd the dimension is

2
jPjþ1
2

�1: In short we can write 2

jPjþ1
2

j k
for the dimension in both cases. Thus HClSI

has dimension 2
n� jPjþ1

2

j k
:

A direct corollary to Theorem 5.4 is the following.

Corollary 5.6. The induced module MI is the direct sum of 2

jPjþ1
2

j k
isomorphic copies

of HClSK ; where K is the peak composition associated to I.

We are now ready to show our main theorem and define the
Frobenius characteristic map between HClnð0Þ modules and P�; which we again
denote by ch:

Theorem 5.7. The set fHClSI :¼ ClneieIg; where I runs over all compositions with

distinct peak sets, is a complete set of pairwise nonisomorphic simple supermodules of

HClnð0Þ: Moreover, there is a graded Hopf isomorphism defined by

ch: *G-P�

HClSI-2
� jPjþ1

2

j k
YHPðIÞ; ð47Þ

where HPðIÞ is the peak set of I, and *G ¼ "nX0 G0ðHClnð0ÞÞ:

Thus the ð1� qÞ-transform at q ¼ �1 can be interpreted as the induction map

from G0ðHnð0ÞÞ to G0ðHClnð0ÞÞ: This maps G to *G:

Proof. Suppose that S is a simple supermodule of HClnð0Þ: Decompose the Hnð0Þ-
socle of S into simple modules and choose a non-zero vector v in one of these simple
factors. Then v is a common eigenvector of all the Ti; so that there is a I such that
eI/v defines a Hnð0Þ-morphism f : SI-S: Then, since S is supersimple, v generates
S under the action of HClnð0Þ: Thus by induction, there is a surjective morphism
MI-S: Hence, each simple module of HClnð0Þ must be a quotient of some MI and
consequently of some HClSI :
Now, we know that given two HClSI ; either they are isomorphic (when they have

the same peak sets) or else there is no morphism between them. Thus HClSI has to
be simple. The multiplication and comultiplication structures are induced from G
and QSym and the Frobenius characteristic between them. &
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By duality, we obtain ch�:P- *G� where *G� ¼ "nX0K0ðHClnð0ÞÞ: We also remark
that the dimension of the superradical of HClð0Þ is thus

2nn!�
X

P

22n�ðjPjþ1Þ; ð48Þ

where the sum is over all peak sets of n: It is still an open problem to find nice
generators for this radical.

5.5. Decomposition matrices

The generic Hecke–Clifford algebra HClnðqÞ has its simple modules Ul labelled by
partitions into distinct parts, and under restriction to HnðqÞ; Ul has as Frobenius
characteristic

chðUlÞ ¼ 2�IcðlÞ=2mQl; ð49Þ

where Ql is Schur’s Q-function (see [11,18]).
By Stembridge’s formula [22], we have

chðUlÞ ¼ 2�IcðlÞ=2m
X

TASTl

YLðTÞ; ð50Þ

where STl is the set of standard shifted tableaux of shape l; and LðTÞ the peak set
of T : The quasisymmetric characteristics of the simple HClnð0Þ modules are
proportional to the Y-functions, and the coefficients dlI in the expression

chðUlÞ ¼
X

I

dlI chðHClSI Þ ð51Þ

form the decomposition matrices of the Hecke–Clifford algebras at q ¼ 0:
For l a strict partition of n; and I a peak composition of n with peak set P; one has

explicitly

dlI ¼ 2I
1
2
cðIÞm�I1

2
cðlÞmjfTASTl jLðTÞ ¼ Pgj: ð52Þ

This is the analog for HClnð0Þ of Carter’s combinatorial formula for the
decomposition numbers of Hnð0Þ [7].
Here are the decomposition matrices ½dlI � for np9:Note that for n ¼ 2; 3; HClnð0Þ

is semi-simple.
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